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Consequentialism and Moral Psychology

Philip Pettit

1. The Flight from Consequentialism

Consequentialism aspires to tell part of the story, and only part of the story, about what makes an option the right one for an agent to choose or to have chosen. Why was it right, if it was right, for Mother Theresa to have devoted her life to work among the poor in India? Why was it right, if it was right, for the United Nations to have imposed an economic blockade on Serbia? Consequentialists say that if those choises were right, then they were right because they 'promoted' the good better than any of the alternative courses of action open to the agents; for the moment we may ignore what exactly 'promotion' involves. Consequentialists tell us something, then, about what made the options right: they tell us that the options must have promoted the good. But they do not tell us everything relevant to the rightness of the options: they do not tell us, in particular, what the good is – what the values are – that should be promoted. Consequentialism does not amount to a total moral vision; it is only of limited significance in the development of such a vision.

But though it is of only limited significance, consequentialism has invited, and continues to invite, a very intense degree of hostility. Traditionally, consequentialists have often been utilitarians about the good; they have thought that all values boil down, in the end, to the one value of happiness or pleasure, however exactly that is interpreted. It is now well understood that consequentialism does not entail utilitarianism and that it can be linked with any of a variety of theories of the good, any of a variety of value-commitments. But the recognition that consequentialism is not shackled in this way to utilitarianism – the recognition that it only tells part of the story about what makes an option right – has hardly reduced the degree of hostility with which its opponents regard it.

It is easy to understand why utilitarianism should invite hostile and impassioned responses. Received wisdom is deeply challenged by the claim...
that the one and only thing that is of any value in the universe is the experience of happiness or pleasure. But why should consequentialism receive such a bad press? Its opponents often treat the doctrine, not just as a mistaken hypothesis about what makes an option right, but as an expression of some deep misconception about the meaning of life: as a malaise of the spirit to which only the morally wicked or the intellectually arrogant could succumb. Why should this be so? Some opponents of consequentialism are manifestly confused about the doctrine and this confusion may explain their disdain. For example, certain opponents seem to think that consequentialism holds, in the old adage, that the end always justifies the means and they may rant against the doctrine on that ground. But, clearly, this is an outrageous misrepresentation of consequentialism: if we are considering how far an option promotes the good then what is done by way of realizing a certain option – what means are adopted – is just as relevant as what end results from its realization. I do not concern myself with opponents who are guilty of confusion about such straightforward matters but only with sophisticated critics.

So why, then, does consequentialism arouse such hostility, even in philosophically enlightened circles? The reason, I suggest, is that opponents see consequentialism as culpably and fundamentally misrepresenting the moral psychology of human beings, as it is often described. The moral psychology of human beings refers to the commonplace psychology of human beings, so far as it bears on moral matters: the commonplace psychology, as distinct from particular empirical theories. Consequentialists, so their opponents allege, carry on in the criticism and prescription of choice as if human agents were of a different character from that which is revealed in our everyday experience of ourselves and which is charted in this commonplace psychology. Consequentialists carry on, so it is alleged, as if human agents were cast in an alien, unfamiliar mould or were made of alien, unfamiliar material. Anxious to develop a systematic theory of the right, they ignore the basic facts of our moral psychology; they fail to keep in touch with the realities of motivation and deliberation, affection and reason, that are salient to ordinary subjects.

The opponents of consequentialism, as we should expect from this line of criticism, consciously take their starting-point from a picture of how things are and the traditional sources – often literary as well as philosophical sources – they sketch a picture of the human being in action and they argue that that picture gives the lie to the model of the human agent that is allegedly presupposed in consequentialist thought. The agent of the consequentialists, they suggest, is incapable of intellectually surviving exposure to the real thing. The real thing – the human being in action – is often described in terms associated with virtue-theory, as it is called, and this sort of description is contrasted with the more austere, economic representation that is supposedly associated with consequentialism.

Widespread though it is, I do not think that this line of criticism is on the right track. Let us endorse all the moral-psychological claims that opponents of consequentialism wish to put in place. If the criticism pressed by opponents is correct, then this fidelity to moral-psychological facts ought to undermine consequentialism. It ought to remove the question to which consequentialism offers an answer, or if it ought to make clear that the correct answer to that question is not the consequentialist one. But neither of these things happens. Or so at any rate I wish to argue.

My argument is developed in two sections. In Section 2 I introduce the principal psychological claims that opponents of consequentialism have wanted to stress. And in Section 3, I try to show that even if these claims are admitted, consequentialism remains a plausible moral doctrine. I describe the attempt to be faithful to the moral psychology of human beings, for want of a better term, as moral-psychological realism: the approach is realistic to the extent that it seeks to describe the psychology of moral agents as it really is; it is committed to avoiding all theoretical simplification and distortion. Moral-psychological realism, I argue, does not marginalize the question addressed by consequentialists and neither does it make the consequentialist answer to that question particularly implausible.

The argument of the paper is of practical import. It bears on the question of what presence consequentialism ought to have in the deliberations of the virtuous agent. I conclude, in an epilogue, with a brief sketch of the answer suggested. Consequentialism ought not to make an impact, explicit or implicit, on every decision. All it ought generally to enjoy is what I describe as a virtual presence in the deliberation that produces decisions.

2. Moral-Psychological Realism

I shall mention three broad claims that are emphasized by the opponents of consequentialism in their search for moral-psychological realism. I identify each claim in a negative way, by reference to what it denies. The first I describe as anti-atotmistic, the second as anti-economic and the third as anti-rationalistic. I am happy to endorse each of these claims and, since they are common ground with the opponents of consequentialism, I will not go into any detail into the reasons for defending them. Suffice it here to describe the claims involved. There are other moral-psychological claims that anti-consequentialists defend but we will restrict ourselves here to the three I mention. The lesson that emerges with these claims is likely to survive any further claims that anti-consequentialists can plausibly introduce.

The first, anti-atotmistic claim is that the deliberative considerations that motivate people – the considerations that give people intrinsic (though...
perhaps defeasible) reason to act – often involve other individuals essentially; they are considerations that obtain and motivate agents only in the presence of those other individuals. The springs of human action are not solipsistic or atomistic. They involve other people immediately.

Suppose that I go to some trouble to help a friend, Mary, who is in financial difficulty, and that I do this for reasons of friendship. There are two possible pictures of how my deliberation goes in such a case, one atomistic, the other not. The first picture of my reasoning is this. I am concerned with the general value of having friends and of helping those who happen to be my friends – this gives me intrinsic reason to act – and, seeing that Mary is a friend, I judge that I can best promote that value by now helping her; she falls, as luck would have it, on the trajectory of my general friend-helping project. Under this picture, Mary does not figure essentially in the consideration that gives me intrinsic reason to act: her part is not to motivate me, as it were, but only to provide me with the occasion for satisfying the independent motivation to help anyone who happens to be a friend.

This picture is distinctively atomistic. I am supposed to be resourced with all the motivation I need by the consideration of values that do not require the existence of any particular individual, let alone Mary: I am fully resourced by the consideration of the good of having friends and of helping those who happen to be my friends. If another individual breaks in on my consciousness, then, it is only by way of offering me an opening for the pursuit of projects that do not essentially involve the other. The project may be that of helping whoever are my friends but equally it may be that of enjoying company, achieving sexual satisfaction, or having a certain degree of status or power.

The anti-atomistic claim denies, surely plausibly, that people's reasonings are generally like this. It adopts a different picture of my reasoning in regard to Mary, holding that if people pursue the good of their friends, that is normally because they care for those particular individuals, and not because of the independent appeal of the general value of having and helping friends. The reasoning involved is not of the form: helping needy friends is good; Mary is a needy friend; so I should help her. Rather it takes the form: my friend, Mary, is in need; so I should help her. The consideration that moves me essentially involves Mary, as it essentially involves friendship. Mary does not just happen to provide the opportunity for satisfying my friend-helping project. Mary provides the opportunity, as only Mary can, for satisfying a project that essentially engages her.

Under the first picture of my reasoning, the consideration that intrinsically moves me is there also to move the counterfactual self which confronts, not Mary, but some other indiscernible individual, or even an illusion. My counterfactual self is moved, as I am moved, by the value of having and helping friends. Under the second picture, the common motivation fails. The consideration that intrinsically moves me is that my friend, Mary, is in need and this is not a consideration that can move the counterfactual self envisaged. It is a consideration that involves the presence of that other person, Mary, in my mind; it is a consideration that extends my mind to the world of that other person. The thought that binds me to Mary, the thought that moves me to action on her behalf, could not exist – could not logically exist – if she did not exist. It is not a thought that I can share with the counterfactual self which inhabits a Mary-less world.

The anti-atomistic claim is clearly true to the everyday phenomenology of motivation. People do not generally pursue friendship or company or even sex in such a way that others are well described as offering them contingent occasions for the satisfaction of the projects involved. People enter one another's minds and lives in the more intimate manner described. If anyone ever thought that things are otherwise – or ever thought anything that supposes that things are otherwise – then that can only have been, plausibly, because of adopting a false picture of the mind: a picture under which the contents of our thoughts, and therefore the considerations that ultimately move us, cannot presuppose the reality of entities outside our skin. But that is matter for speculation elsewhere.

I said earlier that there are other moral–psychological claims made by anti-consequentialists besides the three under consideration here. To many eyes the most striking omission from my list will be the sort of anti-impersonalism which Bernard Williams has defended in a number of places. But that omission may be intelligible in the light of this discussion of the anti-atomistic claim. What the discussion shows is that though it is the fact that someone is a friend which explains and justifies my partiality towards her, the abstract value of having friends and helping whoever are my friends is not at the motivational source of my commitment. The commitment is given by the more or less brute fact of our acknowledged attachment to one another, the brute fact of our acknowledged affection: it is not derived on either side from a contemplation of the value of having and helping friends. Were the commitment derived on either side from that abstract sort of starting-point, then it would not really be friendship.

Anti-impersonalism can be seen as a more general doctrine than anti-atomism: one which anti-atomism exemplifies but does not exhaust. The essential anti-impersonalist message is that every human agent finds himself or herself with more or less brute commitments already in place – more or less brute projects and desires – and that the abstract categories that may be invoked to explain and justify continuing with those commitments should not be thought of as abstractly motivating the agent. Human beings have to live with a certain contingency as they embark on moral reflection and moral reform. They should not think that any commitments they make should be capable of being derived from the consideration of abstract values. The sort of agent who could reconstruct his or her every commitment on an abstract basis would not display the moral psychology of the human subject; he or she
would be an angel or a devil. The point is salient in the case we have discussed. The sort of agent who came to have and to help friends, not on the basis of more or less passive feeling, but on a strategic, value-orientated basis would be something less, or perhaps something more, than a friend in the ordinary sense of the term.

So much for the anti-atomistic claim which opponents of consequentialism often emphasize. A second claim that they rehearse is anti-economic rather than anti-atomistic in import. It holds that not only do other individuals enter essentially into the considerations that move human agents, those intrinsically moving considerations are often pluralistic and incommensurable in character. The idea is that it may be an intrinsically moving consideration for me - it may be, by my lights, a value - that something will help Mary, or that it will accord with a promise, or that it will reduce the pain and suffering in the world. Without it being the case that I can meaningfully rank that consideration against all other evaluative considerations. There is no guarantee that among the values I countenance, I can establish rankings of importance. There is no guarantee that my values can all be connected by a unified system of weights.

The claim here is that for all we can know value is essentially pluralistic. More strongly indeed, the claims is that when we consider the irresolvability of many of the moral dilemmas that people face, we must admit that for at least certain pairs of values, there is no meaningful way of establishing that one is more important than the other. We have no doubt, and reasonably have no doubt, that the saving of another’s life is more important than the enjoyment of a quiet evening. And equally we may have no doubt that the preservation of a friendship is more important than seeing the first night of a new play, or that helping one’s children through a difficult patch is more important than getting an article finished on time. But there are other cases, so the anti-economic claim goes, where such intuitions run out: cases where there is no saying, by any criteria of what is reasonable, which of two values is the more important.

I describe this second claim as anti-economic, because it rejects the most striking assumption built into the model of homo economicus: the assumption that there is a single function which the economic agent is expected to maximize and that there are no discontinuities of the kind that a value-pluralism would support. The anti-economic claim would fail dramatically if there were a single property to engage the agent: a property like the pleasure or happiness which utilitarians would have him or her promote. But it would also fail under weaker versions of the axioms of consumer choice theory. Under these axioms there may be different properties that can count as values for an agent but they must all satisfy conditions - conditions often expressed with the help of the notion of indifference curves - which mean that every value is weighed against every other. The anti-economic claim rejects the picture associated with utilitarianism but also this latter sort of vision.

The third moral-philosophical claim that is often stressed by opponents of consequentialism is anti-rationalistic in character. The claim is that human agents are not on the whole a rationalistic or calculative species and that it is an essential part of realizing many of the things they cherish that they do not calculate rationalistically about what they should do. Granted that the values which count with human agents may involve other people essentially. Granted also that those values may not be entirely commensurable with one another. Still, it could be that so far as certain values go, human agents typically concern themselves with those values in a calculative, actuarial spirit: they itemize alternatives, draw up an inventory of possible consequences, assign appropriate probabilities to those consequences, and then try to work out which alternative does best by the values they embrace. The third anti-rationalistic claim denies that this is what human beings typically do and, more importantly, denies that this is something they could do consistently with satisfying their concerns.

Two points will serve to illustrate the anti-rationalistic thought. The first is that many of the virtues which people recognize and admire in one another are such that their exercise is incompatible with rationalistic calculation. The point will be obvious with a virtue like that of spontaneity. But it also applies with more characteristically ethical virtues. Take generosity, for example. To be a generous person is, presumably, to be someone who tends spontaneously to want to help when a suitable cause presents itself: to be someone who does not first have to consider the cost before being prepared to make a commitment. But this means that to be a generous person is to be someone who is disposed not to calculate about all relevant costs and benefits when confronted with certain demands.

A critic may respond that being generous still requires calculation, since the generous agent will at least calculate about how far a given option is generous and about how important generosity is in the case on hand; what makes him or her generous, so it may be said, is the fact that he or she gives generosity a high ranking. But this will not do either. Someone who thinks of options in terms of whether they are generous or not, and who takes account of their generosity-scores in determining which to enact, is not a generous person. Rather he or she is an agent who aspires to behave as a generous person would; an agent who aspires, not to exemplify generosity, but to mimic the generous person.

I promised to make a second point in illustrating, and indeed in vindicating, the anti-rationalistic claim. That is that many human relationships are built upon the common belief that each will treat the other in a manner that is incompatible with rationalistic calculation. If we count one another as friends then we will individually assume, and assume that the other assumes - and so on, perhaps, up the familiar hierarchy - that if either of us is in
certain sorts of difficulty, then the other will be prepared to offer whatever help may be called upon, without having to calculate about the cost-benefit ratio. The sign of affection and friendship is precisely that calculation is not going to be needed in a case like this. Again, if we count one another as mutually respectful members of a well-ordered society, then we will individually assume, and assume that the other assumes, that if either proves to be an obstacle in the other's pursuit of a project, then the other will be prepared, without calculating about whether this is really to his or her advantage, to respect the rights of the obstructing person. As affection requires unthinking consideration, so a dispensation of respect requires a more or less unthinking recognition of rights. I am not truly befriended if the other must do sums before being prepared to help me out; I am not truly respected if the other must do a check-list of the advantages and disadvantages before being prepared to refrain from interfering with me. This completes my sketch of the sorts of psychological points to which opponents of consequentialism direct us. I think that these points are fundamentally correct, though no doubt they need to be developed and qualified in various ways. The psychology of human beings, in particular their moral psychology— their psychology, so far as this bears on moral matters—is non-atomistic, non-economic and non-rationalistic. It allows other subjects to enter directly into people's individual motivation. It allows the values that motivate people to be only partially commensurable with one another. And it allows and encourages people to be spontaneous, non-calculative servants of those values.

3. Back to Consequentialism

The fact that opponents of consequentialism rehearse the psychological points discussed tells us about their understanding of consequentialism. If they rehearse the anti-atomistic point, or something akin to that point, this is because they conceive of consequentialists as believing that the moral agent brings a moral project, a project of promoting the good, to his or her experience of other people, rather than allowing those people to enter directly into the formation of that developing project; those people do not figure in the considerations that motivate him or her but represent opportunities to pursue the preconceived commitment. Again, if anti-consequentialists rehearse the anti-economic point, this is because they think that consequentialists are committed to the view that every moral decision is subject to more or less algorithmic adjudication; there are no indeterminacies, so they think, that consequentialists can leave open in matters of right and wrong. And finally, if anti-consequentialists rehearse the anti-rationalistic point, this is because they imagine that consequentialists picture moral decision-making as an exercise in actuarial computation. F. H. Bradley gave vivid expression to that picture more than a century ago.

CONSEQUENTIALISM AND MORAL PSYCHOLOGY

"So far as my lights go, this is to make possible, to justify, and even to encourage, an incessant practical casuistry; and that, it need scarcely be added, is the death of morality."

If we accept the moral-psychological realism of the last section, then we must certainly reject the sort of doctrine which opponents have wished upon consequentialists. I do not think that the most important consequentialists have ever defended this sort of doctrine but I will not try to argue that here. What I want to do instead is to accept the moral-psychological points made by anti-consequentialists and then to ask whether those points really undermine the core, consequentialist message. The issue breaks down into two sub-issues. First, does moral-psychological realism leave in place the question that consequentialism addresses? And, second, does it leave the plausibility of the consequentialist answer to that question unaffected? I shall argue that the answer in each case should be 'Yes'.

Take the first sub-issue. The question addressed by consequentialism, as I stressed in the introduction, bears on what it is that makes an option the right one for an agent to choose or to have chosen. Does this question survive the endorsement of moral-psychological realism? The second, anti-economic assumption suggests that there may not always be a fact of the matter about whether this or that option is the right one; there may be incommensurable value-sets involved on the different sides of the matter, and in whatever our theoretical inclinations, we have to regard the issue as indeterminate. But no one thinks that such incommensurability is total and most will agree that in the general run there is indeed a fact of the matter as to which of a given set of options is the right one for the agent to choose or to have chosen. So does moral-psychological realism leave in place, in those cases, the question addressed by consequentialism? Does it leave in place the question as to what it is that makes one option right and another wrong?

Of course it does. No moral-psychological realist would want to say that whatever the ordinary sort of agent does is right; right, so long as he or she is not atomistic or economic or rationalistic in his or her approach to things. But if some of the things such an agent does are right, and some are not, then we are naturally left with the question as to what it is that makes one option right and another wrong. To reject that question would be to reject the very idea of moral evaluation. It would be to endorse a sort of moral quietism: a view to the effect that provided people conform to the everyday realist image of agency—provided they are not misled into adopting an atomistic or economic or rationalistic posture—then whatever they do is fine, whatever they do is right.

But if moral-psychological realism leaves in place the question addressed by consequentialism, the next issue—the second sub-issue that we distinguished—is whether it allows us still to consider consequentialism as a plausible answer to the question. This is a slightly more tricky matter and will require us to make a detour. We need to say more on what exactly the
I believe that promotion should be defined, not by the maximization of actual value, but by the maximization of expected value; I ignore in the present context the difference between maximizing reasonably and maximizing subjectively expected value. 10 Maximizing expected value gives a more plausible reading to the notion of promotion, because it means that whether an agent promotes value and does right is fixed at the time of choice, and that an agent cannot be vindicated just by how the world happens to go in the wake of his or her action. It means, for example, that the doctor who gives a life-threatening drug to someone for the relief of a minor pain will not have done right, just because he or she is lucky and no serious harm is caused in the course of relieving the pain.

Back now to the main line of argument. We are concerned with agents who are explicitly conceived in the moral-psychological image of the last section: other people are essentially involved in the values that move these agents; the values that move, and ought to move, them are not at all necessarily commensurable; and the agents do not pursue those values in a rationalistic, calculative manner. We are focused in particular on choices where the values involved are not, as it happens, incommensurable with one another: that is, we are focused on more or less run-of-the-mill choices, not on tragic dilemmas. The issue we face is this: What is it about a particular option in such a choice that makes it the right option for the agent to take or to have taken? And, specifically, does moral—psychological realism mean that there is something particularly implausible about the consequentialist idea, as just explicated, that what makes a particular option right is that it does better than alternatives in the promotion of value, universalized conceivably?

Intuitively, the answer is that moral—psychological realism does not render the consequentialist answer implausible. Such realism means that I will and should carry on in my everyday life without abstracting from the other people to whom I happen to be committed, without aspiring to identify a complete, commensurable set of values, and without rationalistically calculating about how best to satisfy the values I recognize in my every action. But the realism allows that, carrying on in this way, I may or may not actually do what is right. What criterion is relevant, then, to determining whether any choice is right? What criterion might others reasonably use in adjudication of my behaviour? What criterion might I reasonably use myself, when I review my performance? The consequentialist gives us an answer and nothing that is involved in being a moral—psychological realist impacts on the plausibility of that answer.

The consequentialist says, to be a little more vivid, that while it is fine in principle for me to be faithful and partial towards my friends — assuming friendship is a good thing — I must recognize that this is true of any individual and that my own fidelity and partiality will be valuable, therefore, only if it does not impact negatively on friendship in the event — the unlikely event...
it must surely be – that there is something else that I can do instead of cherishing my own friends by way of realizing this value overall. It will impact negatively on value in general in the event – again, surely the unlikely event – that what I can best do to promote value requires drowning my friends or distancing myself from them. One reason why it is unlikely that there is something I can do to promote friendship or value that involves detachment from my own friends is that any alternative that requires this detachment is an alternative under which I must make myself into something less, or something more, than an ordinary human being. The likelihood of my being able, under this transformation, to promote friendship or value in the required measure cannot be very high.

This may be enough to show that the consequentialist answer to the question of rightness remains plausible – certainly it retains whatever plausibility it was previously assigned – under moral–psychological realism. But it may be useful to do one thing more in supporting this claim. It may be useful to consider alternatives to the consequentialist answer and to ask if any of these is particularly favoured by moral–psychological realism.

As there are two elements in the consequentialist answer to the question of rightness, so there are two broadly differing ways of rejecting consequentialism.

The first way of rejecting it would be to deny that there are universal values relevant to every human choice – strictly, to every run-of-the-mill human choice – and to deny, therefore, that the consequentialist answer bears on such choices. Perhaps Philippa Foot means to direct us to this sort of approach, when she argues that even if universalized states of affairs have values, one non-consequentialist viewpoint would deny that the moral agent should be concerned with such states of affairs; it would see the agent as properly concerned only with the options before him or her.16

Whatever there is to be said for this approach, however, moral–psychological realism does not particularly support it against consequentialism. For there is nothing in such realism to deny the plausibility of the following line of argument. No matter what the basis for judging that an agent's choice is right, every theorist is committed by that judgment to the value of any relevantly similar agent making the corresponding choice; and for any theorist, therefore, it is relevant to look at how the agent's choice does in relation to that universalized state of affairs: it is relevant to consider the impact of the choice on that universal value. If I am said to have done right in helping a friend, to return to our example, then it is implied, under universalizability, that it is good for anyone in my position to help their friends and it is surely relevant, then, to consider how my action relates to the realization of that universal value. What if my helping this friend means, for whatever complicated reason of circumstances, that it becomes more difficult and more unusual for people in my position to help their friends? Surely that is at least a prima facie relevant consideration? This line of argument remains forceful, even if moral–psychological realism is admitted. And so the admission of moral–psychological realism does nothing to favour the first way of rejecting consequentialism.

The second way of rejecting consequentialism would be to admit that there are always universal values that are relevant in determining which option before an agent is right but to deny that those values have the sort of relevance envisaged by consequentialism: to deny, even in run-of-the-mill cases where commensurability obtains, that an option is right in virtue of promoting the relevant values. What might a non-consequentialist of this character say? The general line, though not always expressed in this way, goes as follows. What makes an option right is not the fact that it promotes the relevant values better than alternatives – though the right option will often do that – but rather the fact that it does best by way of exemplifying a concern for that value: the fact that it does best in bearing witness to the value or, as we may say, in honouring it.

What might it be to honour a value without promoting it? Assume that promise-keeping is a value and consider a case where it is the only relevant value in a decision I face. Suppose that if I keep the promise then, for whatever reason, it is to be expected that others will keep their promises less rather than more: breaking this particular promise would promote the universal value of promise-keeping better than keeping the promise. It is plausible in such a case that if I am to honour the value of promise-keeping then, despite the promotional costs, I should still keep my promise. Why would this seem to be the best way to honour value? Perhaps because the way for me to promote promise-keeping if I look only to my own affairs – if I keep my nose out of other people’s business – is indeed by keeping my own promises. Or perhaps because the way for me to show others what it is best for each of us to do in the promotion of promise-keeping is by keeping my own promises.

The second way of rejecting consequentialism would be to hold that while universal values are always relevant to a choice, what makes an option right is the fact that it best honours the relevant values, not the fact – if it is a fact – that it best promotes them. This way of rejecting consequentialism is endorsed by those who say that the concern of the moral agent should often be with agent-relative values: with values like the value of keeping personal promises or looking after personal friends; the moral agent need not always focus on the corresponding agent-neutral values: with the value of everyone’s keeping their promises or with the value of everyone’s looking after their friends. The question for us is whether moral–psychological realism does anything to support this line and, in that way, to render consequentialism more or less implausible.

I see nothing in moral–psychological realism to support the view that rightness is determined by the honouring of relevant values rather than by their promotion. Unlike consequentialism, this view gives rise to a variety of
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difficulties and moral-psychological realism serves in no way to redress the balance of difficulty. The honouring-values view is not well equipped to deal with cases of risk and uncertainty, cases where there is no knowing which properties will be realized by which option. In this respect it contrasts with consequentialism, at least when promotion is defined as maximizing expected value, for the decision-theoretic notion of expectation is designed, specifically, to take account of such cases. Again, the honouring-values view offers us a model of how best to respond to matters of concern – universal values – which, unlike the promotional model, is not replicated elsewhere: in other cases we generally suppose that the way to respond to matters of concern is by seeking to promote the things we care for; thus, the honouring-values view is sui generis and, to that extent, implausible. There is nothing in moral-psychological realism that would tend to eliminate or reduce such difficulties and thereby to shift the burden of proof towards consequentialism.

And so to our conclusion. I believe that the opponents of consequentialism have done us a service in developing a variety of fruitful lines of observation and argument in the area of moral psychology; I hope that the discussion in the last section will have given a sense of that achievement. But I think that they are mistaken in suggesting that consequentialism cannot survive the development of a detailed moral-psychological picture of human agents. Even if we are explicit in endorsing the anti-nomistic, the anti-economic and the anti-rationalistic points that have been well made in moral psychology, the question addressed by consequentialism remains in place and consequentialism itself remains a plausible answer to that question. If consequentialism is to fall, it will not be for an intolerance of such moral-psychological foundations.

Epilogue: Virtual Consequentialism

The argument that we have conducted suggests that the virtuous agent ought in general to remain faithful to his or her instincts and ingrained habits, only occasionally breaking with them in the name of promoting the best consequences. But how are we to conceive of this pattern of spasmodic retreat to consequentialist reasoning? There are two common images of how consequentialism might be present in practical reasoning and neither is attractive. One is the picture according to which it should be explicitly present all the time; this is the image that anti-consequentialists have traditionally wished on their opponents. The other is the picture according to which it should be at least implicitly present all the time: it should be there, more or less unconsciously, in the day-to-day reckonings of the virtuous agent.

If the image of the consistently explicit consequentialist resembles that of a moral actuary – that of someone who practises, in Bradley's words, 'an incessant practical casuistry' – the image of the agent who remains always implicitly consequentialist in his or her reasonings resembles that of a person who displays an incessant false consciousness. It suggests that the virtuous agent ought to be at once too looking and not looking at the expected consequences of his or her doings: ought to satisfy the demands of moral psychology by being generally spontaneous while keeping his or her consequentialist conscience clean by continually running quick checks on how the moral sums are coming out.

Happily, the argument in this paper does not support the idea that the virtuous agent ought always to be at least implicitly consequentialist in his or her deliberations. There is a third way in which consequentialism can be present in the deliberations of such an agent and it fits very nicely with our argument. Explicit and implicit presence are both forms of real presence; the difference between the two is a difference of the conscious-unconscious of conscious preconscious variety. The third alternative is something that I describe as virtual presence. Consequentialism will be virtually present in the deliberations of the virtuous agent to the extent that while it is actually absent, while the agent conduces herself or himself without any explicit or implicit reference to consequentialist calculation, there are various triggers in place whose activation will cause the agent to reflect in a consequentialist manner on his or her mode of behaviour.

The triggers I have in mind will be associated with certain thresholds of aspiration. I assume that any virtuous agent will have an overall sense of how in general her or his action ought to be impacting on the world: with what effect and to what good. The agent will continue in unreflective, spontaneous mode – punctuated, no doubt, by periods of self-examination – so long as those thresholds are being attained or surpassed. But as soon as his or her behaviour fails to satisfy those constraints, the red lights will go on and the agent will reconsider performance in a more reflective, consequentialist spirit. The metaphor of the red lights may be misleading, for I do not mean to suggest that there is going to be an easy formula or algorithm whereby an agent can tell when it is appropriate to suspend his or her spontaneous inclinations. I believe that it may require an unusual degree of practical wisdom, an unusual degree of sensitivity and resolution, to be able to know when it is time to reflect and consider.

At this point the tradition of consequentialism rejoins the tradition of virtue-theory. To be virtuous, by all accounts, is to be a lover of the good. Virtue-theorists suggest that it is difficult and perhaps impossible to be a lover of the good – or at least to be a good lover – in the absence of certain habits of the mind and heart: the habits we traditionally designate as virtues. The virtues are certainly useful for combating failures of practical reason: failures such as weakness of will, compulsiveness, and the like. But virtue-theorists generally suggest that the virtues are useful, and even necessary, in other ways too. The consequentialist is well disposed, in at least one respect, to agree: to agree, not just in a spirit of concession, but with a view...
to learning from their work. He or she can associate the sensitivity which the model of virtual consequentialism postulates with the sort of practical wisdom – the phronēsis – that virtue-theorists celebrate. And the conse-
quentialist can look to the tradition of virtue-theory to see if there are lessons to be learned in the many discussions that have been devoted to the nature and function of this faculty.”
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Notes

1 The paper is conceived as a review, in good part, of arguments developed elsewhere and so I shall often be referring to published work of my own. But though the paper serves as a review of earlier arguments, it recasts and recontextualizes those arguments in a way I hope will be an interesting manner.

2 For lists of references on these individual claims I refer in what follows to other discussions of my own, discussions that develop the arguments reviewed – and recast – here. A good selection of the relevant references are to be found in Sam Scheffler (ed.), Consequentialism and its Critics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988). See also many of the essays in Philip Pettit (ed.), Consequentialism (London: Darmouth Press, 1993).


5 See, for example, his discussion of integrity in J. J. C. Smart and Bernard Williams, Utilitarianism: For and Against (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1973); see also Sam Scheffler, The Rejection of Consequentialism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982).

6 This claim appears in many writers but it is particularly associated with Isaiah Berlin, Steward Hampshire and Bernard Williams. See Scheffler, op. cit. note 2. And see also many of the papers in Amartya Sen and Bernard Williams (eds), Utilitarianism and Internal (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982).
